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Ilegend
 
‘There's no rice for truthfulness at present '
It's not my saying
People say here to there.
 
‘The time of truthfulness has gone'—
They also say.
From no one, From reality
They learned
How learns a child from his mother
It's called folk education.
 
If our folk education is true
Then we eat untruth's rice
And to the rest of life we have to do that.
But folk education's rice doesn't digest
That's why I need non-folk education
To change People's truth.
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To Sale A Man
 
A man for sale!
A man for sale!
Would you get?
Oh mister don't worry!
just a little cost.
 
As your choice -
He has two eyes,
they can see
Through the deep darkness.
 
He has two hands
They work hard like a machine
And also two wonderful legs
They can run non-stop even around
The whole Earth - as yous craving.
 
He has a back
You can whip on it -
Swish.. swishh..swishhh..
It's thick skinned
You can make shoes by it
It will be remain until your life end.
 
He has a belly
You can use it as a pillow
To remove your tires
Nothing to spend for it
Just give him your food's scraps.
 
He has a head too
Please take out brain from it
He may feel himself human being.
maybe your kingdom will be lost.
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Analogy For Courage
 
Courage is that sets in a heart
Through the danger like thunderbolt and
Over the helplessness of human being.
Or Iman (Faith)is the analogy for courage.
 
To the God's way someone can see
That miraculous flash through the thunder-storm.
A lotus floating on over the blood's River -
That's your face.
 
Think, many horseman's are set out
To the way of God.
Fire and brimstone's River is in front of them.
Night's darkness and
Hope's Flashing too.
 
Death and defeat's wailing is their left.
An opened wide field,
Spreading of eternity in the endless green
Also to their right.
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